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(57) A lighting apparatus (10) that can be used, for
example, in the show-business or entertainment sector
comprises a light-radiation generator (12) for projecting
a lighting beam (LB) towards a lighting space that in-
cludes one or more undesired lighting zones (LS2). A
motorization (14) causes the lighting beam (LB) to scan
the lighting space (LS1, LS2) as a function of scan-
ning-control signals (100) as received by the lighting ap-
paratus (10). Driving circuitry (106) is provided, config-
ured to control emission of the lighting beam (LB), as well
as processing circuitry configured (1020, 1060) to sense

the scanning-control signals received (100) and the scan-
ning position (1024, 1042, 1044, 1048, 12) of the lighting
beam (LB) of the light-radiation generator (12). As a result
of the detection of received scanning-control signals
(100) that can lead the lighting beam (LB) to being
brought into the undesired lighting zone (LS2), the
processing circuitry acts on the motorization (14) and/or
on the driving circuitry (106) of the light-radiation gener-
ator (12), containing projection of the lighting beam (LB)
directed towards the undesired lighting zone (LS2) and
preventing possible risks of a photobiological nature.
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present description relates to lighting ap-
paratuses.
[0002] One or more embodiments may find use, for
example, in the show-business or entertainment sector.

Technological background

[0003] In sectors such as the show-business or enter-
tainment sector (mentioned herein purely by way of ref-
erence) lighting systems are commonly used that com-
prise light-radiation generators (projectors), which can
emit light radiation in conditions such as to possibly in-
duce risks of a photobiological nature, in particular in the
person who is looking at such a source of light radiation
from a short distance.
[0004] These considerations apply in a way independ-
ent of the nature of the light-radiation generators, which
may be either of a traditional type or LED or laser gen-
erators. This may be the case, for example, of the product
commercially available from the present applicant Clay
Paky under the brand names SCENIUS UNICO, Axcor
600, or XTYLOS.
[0005] The (minimum) safety distance of observation
of such sources is defined as hazard distance (HD).
[0006] The value of HD can depend upon various pa-
rameters that are able to modify, for example, the radi-
ance and the apparent dimensions of the source per-
ceived by the observer.
[0007] In this regard, there has been developed over
the years a standard regarding, for example, lamp or LED
sources (IEC62471), which can be applied also in the
case of laser sources provided that the Sub-clause 4.4
of the IEC 60825 - third edition standard is satisfied.
[0008] In the case of lighting sources (luminaires) to
which there is attributed a classification of risk above a
contained risk, for example, values in the risk group RG3
(in the case of laser sources), the corresponding classi-
fication according to the IEC62471 standard may prove
rather elaborate as a function of factors such as the wave-
length, the size of the source, and the radiance at the
distance HD calculated in the direction of propagation of
the beam.
[0009] In applications such as those of the show-busi-
ness or entertainment sector (which - it will once more
be noted - are here considered by way of reference, with-
out this implying any limitation of the range of possible
application of the embodiments) the light beam is to be
variously oriented in the three-dimensional space, for ex-
ample, in for performing the functions commonly referred
to as "pan" (slewing or scanning in the horizontal direc-
tion) and "tilt" (control of the position in the vertical direc-
tion or elevation). This corresponds in practice to creating
around the light-radiation generator a three-dimensional
spherical zone with a radius equal to the value HD, out-

side which observers should remain to avoid exposure
to any possible risks.
[0010] According to the conventional terminology ac-
cepted also in the corresponding international safety
standards, the aforesaid movement of steering of the light
beam in three-dimensional space is commonly referred
to as "scanning": see, for example, CFR - Code of Federal
Adjustments Title 21 of the U.S. Food and Drug Admin-
istration (FDA), where "scanned laser radiation" is de-
fined as "laser radiation having a time-varying direction,
origin or pattern of propagation with respect to a station-
ary frame of reference".
[0011] In the case where it is envisaged that an ob-
server (in particular, his eyes) may be located at a dis-
tance less than the value HD, it is possible to consider
limiting the movement of steering of the beam (whether
the movement of pan or the movement of tilt) and/or de-
activating the light-radiation generator when the radiation
could strike the observer. It is also possible to consider
introducing further safety margins, for example applying
a margin of 2.5 m beyond the value of HD.
[0012] To implement solutions of this kind it is possible
to consider limiting in some way the possibility of steering
of the beam, for example by:

- creating physical shields that prevent the beam from
propagating in given directions;

- adopting proximity sensors; and/or
- controlling the direction of the beam via commands

sent to the light-radiation generator (for example, via
a DMX - Digital MultipleX - protocol, commonly used
in the sector) starting from the console for managing
the lights.

[0013] In addition to proving costly, the first solution
comes up against the difficulty represented by the fact
that the light-radiation generators are frequently mounted
on trusses in the proximity of other generators for which
it is desirable to avoid incurring in limitations as regards
the possibility of movement of pan and tilt.
[0014] As regards the second solution, in addition to
the fact that also this is quite costly, it proves sensitive
to the possible presence of smoke or fog (frequently used
in the show-business or entertainment sector) that are
likely to alter operation of the sensors.
[0015] The third solution proves as a whole preferable
in so far as it does not limit the degree of freedom of
lighting designers and also allows exploitation of at least
two advantageous features by now commonly present in
many light systems:

control of the movements of pan and tilt obtained via
high-precision stepper motors (with capacity of con-
trol of steering with a resolution even of the order of
a degree), with these motors that may comprise a
position feedback-control function, which prove ro-
bust also in regard to adverse environmental condi-
tions; and
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possibility of monitoring light emission in a precise
way, for example with control functions (which are
also possibly of a feedback-control type), for exam-
ple via detection of current.

[0016] Such solutions make it possible to obtain, even
within a single lighting apparatus (or fixture), a precise
control both of the direction of the beam and of the inten-
sity of the light radiation.
[0017] It should, however, be noted that solutions of
this sort (basically as described in documents such as
WO 2017/207276 A1 or WO 2018/154108 A1 - which
corresponds to AU 2018 223 167 A1 - or, in a different
context of application, US 6 002 505 A) are exposed to
possible risks linked to the commands applied to light-
radiation generators starting from a control unit (console),
for example, via a DMX protocol.
[0018] The above control signals can, in fact, be re-
ceived in an altered way without the control unit being
warned thereof; the control unit hence does not have the
possibility of reacting so as to be able to prevent orien-
tation of the light beam in undesired directions.
[0019] It has been noted that substantially similar as-
pects and considerations may regard the use of light-
sensitive devices of various nature such as:

- image-capturing and recording apparatuses such as
photographic cameras, video cameras, television
cameras, smartphones, tablets (in brief, "camera ap-
paratuses"); and

- detectors or sensors that are in some way sensitive
to light, such as presence sensors operating with
visible light or non-visible light (for example, infrared)
or else sensors that can be used for measuring dis-
tances (for example, LIDAR systems) and can be
equipped with moving heads.

[0020] It should moreover be considered that - in ad-
dition or as an alternative to the possible risk of a photo-
biological nature for the person looking at a source of
light radiation - there enters into play the risk of the light-
sensitive device being perturbed by the source of light
radiation, for example with the corresponding risk of un-
desired saturation (blooming), at least at a local level, in
the case of the image being produced by a camera ap-
paratus.

Object and summary

[0021] The object of one or more embodiments is to
overcome the drawbacks outlined previously.
[0022] According to one or more embodiments, this
object can be achieved thanks to a lighting apparatus
having the characteristics recalled in the ensuing claims.
[0023] One or more embodiments may regard a cor-
responding lighting system.
[0024] One or more embodiments may regard a cor-
responding method.

[0025] One or more embodiments may regard a cor-
responding computer program product, which can be
loaded into the memory (either temporary or not) of at
least one processing device and comprises portions of
software code for executing the steps of the method when
the product is run on at least one computer. As used
herein, reference to such a computer program product
is understood as being equivalent to reference to com-
puter-readable means that contain instructions for con-
trolling the processing system to co-ordinate implemen-
tation of the method according to the invention. Refer-
ence to "at least one computer device" highlights the pos-
sibility of one or more embodiments being implemented
in a modular and/or distributed form.
[0026] The claims form an integral part of the technical
teachings provided herein in relation to the embodiments.

Brief description of the drawings

[0027] One or more embodiments will now be de-
scribed, purely by way of non-limiting example, with ref-
erence to the annexed drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 exemplifies, with a view in side elevation,
possible principles underlying the embodiments;
Figure 2 exemplifies, in a top plan view correspond-
ing to the view in side elevation of Figure 1, possible
principles underlying the embodiments;
Figure 3 presents, in a view in side elevation, possi-
ble principles underlying the embodiments;
Figure 4 is a block diagram exemplifying a system
according to the embodiments;
Figures 5A and 5B present as a whole a flowchart
exemplifying possible modes of operation of some
embodiments; and
Figures 6 and 7 present, in a view in side elevation
substantially resembling the view of Figure 3, possi-
ble modes of use of some embodiments.

[0028] It will be appreciated that, for clarity and sim-
plicity of illustration, the various figures may not be re-
produced at the same scale, the same possibly applying
also to different parts of one and the same figure.

Detailed description of examples of embodiments

[0029] In the ensuing description, various specific de-
tails are illustrated to enable an in-depth understanding
of various examples of embodiments according to the
description. The embodiments may be obtained without
one or more of the specific details, or with other methods,
components, materials, etc. In other cases, known struc-
tures, materials or operations are not illustrated or de-
scribed in detail so that the various aspects of the em-
bodiments not will not be obscured.
[0030] Reference to "an embodiment" or "one embod-
iment" in the framework of the present description is in-
tended to indicate that a particular configuration, struc-
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ture, or characteristic described in relation to the embod-
iment is comprised in at least one embodiment. Hence,
phrases such as "in an embodiment" or "in one embod-
iment" that may be present in various points of the de-
scription do not necessarily refer exactly to one and the
same embodiment. Moreover, particular conformations,
structures, or characteristics may be combined in any
adequate way in one or more embodiments.
[0031] The references used herein are provided mere-
ly for convenience and hence do not define the sphere
of protection or the scope of the embodiments.
[0032] One or more embodiments may envisage def-
inition (also within individual lighting apparatuses com-
prised in a lighting system) of a range of pan values and
a range of tilt values that are can define:

one or more "desired"-lighting zones, where the
functions of the apparatus or of the system are to be
fully exploited; and
one or more "undesired"-lighting zones, where the
aim is to prevent any risks of a photobiological na-
ture.

[0033] For instance, in one or more embodiments, it is
possible to envisage (for example, on the part of the light-
ing designer) that the source of light radiation is activated
("on") in the desired lighting zone or zones and deacti-
vated ("off") in the undesired lighting zone or zones.
[0034] There is thus created a mechanism of operation
that is intrinsically safe and is not affected by possible
unsatisfactory operation of a system for transmission of
control signals to the individual lighting apparatuses,
which operates, for example, via a DMX protocol.
[0035] With reference for simplicity - and without this
implying any limitation - to the possible use in the show-
business or entertainment sector, before a certain show
the lighting designer can program a lighting system - even
at the level of each individual lighting apparatus - defining
a pair of lower limit and upper limit values both for the
pan and for the tilt such as to delimit a range that can be
defined (for example, by the lighting designer himself via
a console) as "operative" or "desired" or else as "non-
operative" or "undesired".
[0036] In this regard, it is possible to envisage, for ex-
ample, that:

- if the pan and tilt values received (for example, via
a DMX protocol) correspond to a range defined as
"operative" range, the apparatus is activated (on); or
else, in a complementary way:

- if the pan or tilt values received (for example, via a
DMX protocol) correspond to a range defined as
"non-operative" range, the apparatus is deactivated
(off) .

[0037] After being programmed in this way, the indi-
vidual lighting apparatus may (for example, at the level
of a CPU that can be provided in the apparatus itself and

by operating according to criteria in themselves known):

verify the pan/tilt values received, for example via a
DMX protocol or any in any other way (for example,
starting from a console, via commands of some other
nature, such as the so-called light cues, or starting
from a local viewer, or in some other way);
activate (switch on) or deactivate (switch off) the re-
spective light-radiation generator according to
whether the pan and/or tilt value received corre-
sponds to a range whereby (according to the defini-
tion of operative or non-operative range given pre-
viously) activation of emission of the light beam is
desired, and hence allowed, or else undesired, and
hence not allowed.

[0038] For instance, Figures 1 and 2 refer (in side el-
evation and in a top plan view, respectively) to a situation
in which a scene or stage S mounted on a ground or floor
F where the audience A is present, is lit up via a lighting
system assumed as comprising for simplicity (and in a
non-limiting way) two lighting apparatuses 10.
[0039] These two apparatuses 10 can be assumed as
having a respective value of hazard distance HD (as-
sumed for simplicity as being the same for the two ap-
paratuses), so that the apparatuses 10 are expected to
have:

an "operative" lighting range, i.e., a desired lighting
range, designated by LS1, which - as regards tilt - is
comprised between the values T1 and T2 pointing
upwards (away from the audience A) and - as re-
gards pan - is comprised between the values P1 and
P2 pointing towards the centre of the scene or stage
(also here, away from the audience A),
a "non-operative" lighting range, i.e., an undesired
lighting range, designated by LS2, which - as regards
tilt - is once again comprised between the values T1
and T2 but pointing downwards (i.e., towards the au-
dience A) and - as regards pan - is once again com-
prised between the values P1 and P2 but pointing
away from the scene or stage (also here, towards
the audience A) .

[0040] One or more embodiments are suited, in a sit-
uation such as the one exemplified in Figures 1 and 2,
to defining the desired lighting ranges or zones LS1 and
undesired lighting ranges or zones LS2 in such a way
that the area to be occupied by the audience A is "cov-
ered" by the undesired lighting zone LS2, where - as
discussed in what follows - the action of lighting can be
contained (for example, by deactivating the light-radia-
tion generators, by dimming the intensity of emission
thereof with an action of current modulation, by increas-
ing the apparent size thereof, or else by preventing the
light beam from being directed towards the zone LS2).
[0041] Figure 3 refers (once again by way of example
and with reference for simplicity just to the case of tilt) to
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a system in which two apparatuses 10 with a value hazard
distance HD (which also here is assumed for simplicity
as being the same for the two apparatuses) are config-
ured so as to have:

an "operative" lighting range, i.e., a desired lighting
range, designated by LS1, comprised between val-
ues T1 and T2 and once again pointing upwards
(away from the audience A); and
a "non-operative" lighting range, i.e., an undesired
lighting range, designated by LS2, which is also com-
prised between values T1 and T2 but pointing down-
wards (i.e., towards the audience A).

[0042] In this case, the light beam of the apparatuses
10 may at least potentially be pointed either towards
members of the audience A (such as the ones illustrated
on the extreme left and on the extreme right in Figure 3)
who are at a distance greater than the hazard distance
HD or towards members of the audience A (such as the
ones illustrated in the central part of Figure 3) who are
at a distance less than the hazard distance HD.
[0043] One or more embodiments are suited, in a sit-
uation such as the one exemplified in Figure 3, to defining
the desired lighting range or zone LS1 (where the gen-
erators can be activated in their full emission potential)
and the undesired lighting range or zone LS2 (where the
light-radiation generators can be deactivated, or else
their intensity of emission can be dimmed, for example,
with an action of current modulation, or else their appar-
ent size can be increased, or else their light beam being
prevented from being directed towards the zone LS2) in
such a way that the part of audience that is further away,
at the sides in Figure 3, will be comprised in the range
or zone LS1 whereas part of the audience that is closer,
at the centre in Figure 3, is comprised in the range or
zone LS2.
[0044] A solution like the one exemplified here is suited
to integrating the corresponding function in a 3D simula-
tor so as to simplify definition of the orientation parame-
ters by the lighting designer. In this way, the lighting de-
signer can define an expected "scenario" of use including
the position of the lighting sources 10, the configuration
of the sources (including the respective values of HD),
and the position that the audience A is expected to oc-
cupy.
[0045] In this way, the simulator can calculate the pan
and tilt values (P1 and P2, T1 and T2, as exemplified
here), with the possibility of storing these parameters in
the lighting system, in particular in the single apparatus
10.
[0046] As already discussed previously, the reference
to the possibility of activating (switching on) or deactivat-
ing (switching off) the light-radiation generators of the
apparatuses 10 according to whether they are oriented
towards an allowed zone (desired lighting zone) LS1 or
else towards a prohibited zone (undesired lighting zone)
LS2 corresponds to one of various possible modes of

implementation of safety solutions that aim at containing
or limiting the intensity of the action of lighting so as to
avoid risks of a photobiological nature.
[0047] For instance, in one or more embodiments, de-
activation of one or more light-radiation generators may
not be complete and may be carried out (for example, on
the basis of a command imparted by the lighting designer)
only in a partial way, for example, in the form of reduction
or dimming of the intensity of the light radiation (obtained,
for example, via an action of current modulation imple-
mented according to criteria known to the person skilled
in the sector), which in effect corresponds to reducing
the value of the distance HD.
[0048] Once again, it is possible to envisage that a cer-
tain generator can be activated only for pan and tilt values
comprised in a range corresponding to an allowed or de-
sired lighting zone: for example, instead of being deac-
tivated or subjected to dimming, a certain generator may
be kept active (with full intensity) by configuring/program-
ming the corresponding motorization of the beam in such
a way that the motorization is inhibited from causing the
beam to be projected towards a prohibited or undesired
lighting zone (non-operative zone) .
[0049] Once again, it is also possible to intervene on
the light-radiation generators (in a way in itself known,
for example, by intervening on a focusing optics) so as
to modify the apparent size of the generator as this may
be perceived by an observer, taking into account the fact
that the photobiological risk (for example, at the level of
thermal risk) can in effect be linked to the size of the light
source as perceived by the observer.
[0050] It is here recalled that by "apparent size" (or by
other terms currently used, such as angular diameter,
angular dimension, apparent diameter, or viewing angle)
is meant the extent - which can be expressed as angle -
of the dimensions of an object observed from a certain
observation point or else as the angle of rotation that
allows the eye of an observer - or a camera - to pass
from one end to the other of the object observed.
[0051] For instance, the apparent size of a circle lying
in a plane perpendicular to the vector that goes from the
observation point to the centre of the circle can be ex-
pressed in the form: 

where:

d is the (real) diameter of the object; and
D is the distance between the observation point and
the object.

[0052] In one or more embodiments, instead of oper-
ating on pan and tilt ranges defined simply by lower and
upper limit values, such as P1, P2 or T1, T2 in Figures
1 to 3, one or more embodiments may envisage recourse
to multiple ranges with the consequent possibility of de-
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fining desired- and undesired lighting zones having
shapes with a boundary that is more complex than the
ones exemplified in Figures 1 to 3.
[0053] In one or more embodiments, it is also possible
to consider correlating the values of the pan and tilt rang-
es by monitoring the pan and tilt commands in a separate
way. Likewise, even though for simplicity Figures 1 to 3
refer to apparatuses (in brief, sources) 10 having values
of pan and tilt ranges that are identical to one another,
one or more embodiments may envisage the use of dif-
ferent values and/or the possibility of intervening also on
parameters like the orientation parameter commonly de-
fined as "yaw" or precession.
[0054] Once again, even though Figures 1 to 3 refer
for simplicity to sources 10 having one and the same
value of hazard distance HD, one or more embodiments
may apply identically to light systems comprising sources
10 having HD values different from one another.
[0055] In one or more embodiments, in order to verify
whether the pan and tilt values are located simultane-
ously in a range allowed for operation (operative or de-
sired lighting range) it is possible to proceed in the fol-
lowing way:

- a matrix of values "0" or "1" is created, where, for
example, the rows represent the pan values and the
columns are the tilt values (or of course vice versa);
and

- a processing function (for example, a CPU function),
which can be included - as discussed in what follows
- in an apparatus 10 as considered herein, can esti-
mate absolute values of angles in space as a function
of the pan and tilt values fixed by the lighting designer
and verify, when these values are modified (this can
be done by applying a rotation transformation of a
reference axis), whether the lighting beam falls in-
side or else outside the limits envisaged for opera-
tion.

[0056] Figure 4 also exemplifies a possible structure
of a lighting system that can use one or more lighting
apparatuses 10 according to one or more embodiments.
[0057] In Figure 4, denoted by C is a control unit (con-
sole) provided, according to criteria in themselves known
to the persons skilled in the sector, with various com-
mands (for example, cursor or slider commands), which
allow an operator to control the level of light intensity
(dimming command D), the pan value (pan command P),
the tilting value (tilt command T) and other functions
(function command F) of one or more lighting apparatus-
es 10 in a context of use of the type exemplified in Figures
1 to 3.
[0058] For simplicity, in what follows reference will be
made to just one apparatus 10, it remaining understood
that what is discussed hereinafter can apply to a number
of apparatuses 10 that are the same as or different from
one another. In one or more embodiments, these may
be apparatuses 10 that use light-radiation generators of

the type available from the present applicant Clay Paky
under the brand name XTYLOS.
[0059] The console C can be implemented, for exam-
ple, in the form of personal computer or similar device,
as illustrated schematically in the representation on the
right in Figure 4.
[0060] Such a control unit is able to send to the appa-
ratuses 10 corresponding control signals (for example,
dimming signals, pan signals, tilt signals, colour signals,
etc.), using a physical channel of any nature (wired or
wireless). This can be obtained, for example, using a
DMX (Digital MultipleX) protocol, a digital communication
standard commonly used for controlling scene lighting
and also in the civil-engineering field for architectural
lighting.
[0061] As discussed in the introductory part of the
present description, during propagation towards the
sources 10, the above "primary" control signals emitted
by the unit C may be corrupted following upon propaga-
tion over the channel CS and consequently be received
at the apparatuses 10 with contents at least in part dif-
ferent from the expected ones, for example, as regards
the pan and tilt commands.
[0062] This may moreover occur in conditions where
the apparatus or apparatuses 10 could be activated ac-
cording to undesired modalities (for example, in terms of
intensity of the light beam and/or of apparent size of the
source) also outside the bounds of the desired lighting
zone or zones (denoted by LS1 in Figures 1 to 3).
[0063] In order to counter such undesired events, one
or more embodiments may envisage that the control sig-
nals received at the source 10 (for example, via an input
transceiver 100: this may be a transceiver that operates
according to the DMX protocol even though, as has al-
ready been said, use of such a protocol is not imperative
for the embodiments) are sent to a control (or monitoring)
circuitry 102.
[0064] In one or more embodiments, the circuitry 102
may comprise a processing unit such as a microcontroller
1020, with associated thereto a memory 1020a, to which
there may possibly be coupled a monitoring function of
the watchdog type exemplified by block 1022.
[0065] The processing unit 1020 is able to co-operate,
for example, through a bus transceiver 1024 with circuitry
for driving the pan and tilt functions, which is designated
as a whole by 104.
[0066] As exemplified in Figure 4, to the driving circuitry
104 there can be coupled:

a motorization 14 comprising one or more motors
that are able to control the position of pan and/or tilt
of the beam LB emitted by the light-radiation gener-
ator 12 (for example, a laser generator), to which
there can be optionally coupled an optics L12, and
detection circuitry (comprising, for example, a set of
sensors) 16, which is able to detect the (effective)
position of pan and/or tilt of the beam LB emitted by
the generator 12, i.e., the direction in which the beam
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LB of light radiation emitted by the generator 12 is
oriented.

[0067] Motorizations and sensor systems of this type
are known to persons skilled in the sector since they are
used, for example, in commercial products, such as the
product XTYLOS repeatedly referred to previously; this
renders it superfluous to provide a more detailed descrip-
tion herein.
[0068] For instance, the circuitry 104 may comprise a
further transceiver 1042, which interacts with the trans-
ceiver 1024 in the circuitry 102 and has the capacity of
co-operating with a controller 1044 (for example, imple-
mented as FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array),
which is in turn configured (also in this case in a way
known to persons skilled in the sector) to co-operate with
a drive assembly 1046 that controls the motorization 14
and with an interface 1048 towards the detection circuitry
16.
[0069] In this way, the controller 1044 is able to obtain
(basically at a feedback level) signals indicative of the
effective position (for example, in terms of pan and tilt)
of the lighting beam LB generated by the generator 12.
[0070] The reference 106 in Figure 4 designates driv-
ing circuitry of the generator 12, which can comprise, for
example, a microcontroller 1060 configured to co-oper-
ate with the microcontroller 1020 and with the generator
12 to implement, possibly in cooperation with a hardware
safety circuit 1062 and a watchdog function 1064, control
functions of the generator 12.
[0071] Such functions may comprise, for example:

turning-on (activation) and turning-off (deactivation)
of the generator 12, and/or
dimming of the light intensity emitted by the gener-
ator 12 as it is on or activated, and/or
a variation of the apparent size (angular diameter,
angular dimension, apparent diameter, or viewing
angle, whatever term is used) of the generator 12:
the latter function may be implemented, for example,
by acting on the optics L12 associated to the gener-
ator 12.

[0072] A lighting apparatus 10 - and, more in general,
a lighting system as exemplified in Figure 4 - are suited
to being used, for example, by a lighting designer, ex-
ploiting the possibility of identifying (for example, oper-
ating on the control unit C so as to move the beam LB of
the generator 12 by acting according to criteria in them-
selves known on the pan and tilt controls P and T) the
general boundaries of the space that may be illuminated
by the lighting system (one or more apparatuses 10 gov-
erned by the unit C).
[0073] Added to the above is likewise the possibility of
establishing, within the aforesaid space:

one or more zones LS1 (desired lighting zones), in
which the action of lighting can be carried out without

any particular limitations or constraints, for example,
with the intensity of the lighting beam LB of the gen-
erator 12 that can reach a desired (maximum) level;
one or more zones LS2 (undesired lighting zones),
in which the action of lighting is intended to be in
some way contained or limited (restrained, con-
strained), for example, with the intensity of the light-
ing beam LB of the generator 12 reduced to e.g. 50%
via a corresponding action of current modulation, or
else with the apparent size of the generator 12 varied
(by acting on the optics L12), or else again by deac-
tivating the generator 12 altogether, or else by inter-
vening on the motorization 14 in a way such that the
lighting beam LB of the generator 12, albeit active
at a full level or a reduced level, is not projected to-
wards the zone or zones LS2.

[0074] One or more embodiments can in fact aim at
taking into account the fact that, as discussed in the in-
troductory part of the present description, the "primary"
control signals emitted by the unit C may be altered or
corrupted during propagation over the channel CS (which
operates, for example, according to the DMX protocol)
and be received at apparatus 10 (transceiver 100) as
signals that are such as to lead the lighting beam LB of
the generator 12 to being directed, perhaps with the gen-
erator 12 activated at the maximum level of emission,
towards the undesired lighting zone or one of the unde-
sired lighting zones LS2.
[0075] One or more embodiments may consequently
envisage that, in such a situation, the apparatus 10 can,
so to speak, "disobey" said altered or corrupted com-
mands received and implement, for example, one or
more of the measures seen previously (reduction of the
intensity of the lighting beam, variation of the apparent
size of the generator, complete deactivation of the gen-
erator, intervention of inhibition on the motorization) that
aim at containing the action of the lighting zone or zones
LS2 in order to prevent, for example, undesired projection
of light radiation towards members of the audience A who
are at a distance from the sources 10 less than the safety
distance defined by HD.
[0076] Once again by way of non-limiting example, with
reference for simplicity to just one apparatus 10 and to
the presence of just one undesired lighting zone LS2, a
possible strategy of use of an apparatus 10 as exempli-
fied herein (and of the corresponding system) may en-
visage performing the actions presented in what follows:

determining a first pan margin or bound P1 with an
action of pan adjustment (command P in the unit C)
as far as a desired position, with a corresponding
fixed value that is then saved, for example, in the
memory 1020a by keeping the command F of the
DMX channel depressed, for example, for five sec-
onds;
determining a second pan margin P2 with an action
of pan adjustment (command P in the unit C) as far
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as a desired position, with a corresponding fixed val-
ue that is then saved, for example, in the memory
1020a by keeping the command F of the DMX chan-
nel depressed, for example, for five seconds;
identifying the undesired lighting zone LS2 as inter-
nal or external to the pan margins P1 and P2 iden-
tified above; this can be obtained, for example, as a
function of a value higher or lower (for example, than
a value of 50%) of a dimming level; this solution,
which of course is not imperative, makes it possible
to take into account the fact that the lighting designer,
who operates from the light console or unit C may
not have available a command (for example, a push-
button) to choose whether the undesired lighting
zone is internal or external and envisages that the
choice be made on the basis of the dimming level;
for example, if it is higher than 50% it is internal; if it
is less than 50% it is external (or vice versa);
determining a first tilt margin or bound T1 with an
action of tilt adjustment (command T in the unit C)
as far as a desired position, with a corresponding
fixed value that is then saved, for example, in the
memory 1020a by keeping the command F of the
DMX channel depressed, for example, for five sec-
onds;
determining a second margin T2 of tilt with an action
of tilt adjustment (command T in the unit C) as far
as a desired position, with a corresponding fixed val-
ue that is then saved, for example, in the memory
1020a by keeping the command F of the DMX chan-
nel depressed, for example, for five seconds;
identifying the undesired lighting zone LS2 as inter-
nal or external to the tilt margins T1 and T2 identified
above, for example, as a function of a level higher
or lower (for example, than a value of 50%) of a cer-
tain dimming level as described previously for the
pan parameter;
possibly fixing, by default, pan limits (for example,
with DMX values of 0 and 65535), in practice can-
celling the definition of the zone LS2 in the pan di-
rection, enabling activation of the generator 12 over
the entire range of pan movement; and
possibly fixing, by default, tilt limits (for example, with
DMX values of 0 and 65535), in practice cancelling
the definition of the zone LS2 in the tilt direction, en-
abling activation of the generator 12 over the entire
range of tilt movement.

[0077] As has been said, the margins or bounds P1,
P2, T1, T2 of the (allowed or desired lighting) zones LS1
and (undesired lighting) zones LS2, both for pan and for
tilt can be saved in a memory 1020a, for example, a non-
volatile memory, which can be associated, for example,
to the microcontroller 1020.
[0078] Added to the above is the possibility of envis-
aging functions such as:

overwriting new values of margins and amplitude of

the zone LS2 (and hence of the zone LS1) with the
same procedure as that used for writing them the
first time;
varying one of the pan margins without affecting the
other, with the possibility of redefining the range of
operation allowed (i.e., inside or outside the mar-
gins), as described previously;
varying one of the pan margins without affecting the
other, with the possibility of redefining the range of
operation allowed (i.e., inside or outside the margins)
as described previously;
extending in the pan direction the zone LS2 (and
hence LS1) maintained without modifications as a
function of the dimming value, in the presence of a
change of pan margin that follows upon a previous
change that has intervened after the last activation
of the apparatus; and
extending in the tilt direction the zone LS2 (and
hence LS1), maintained without modifications as a
function of the dimming value, in the presence of a
change of tilt margin that follows upon a previous
change that has intervened after the last activation
of the apparatus.

[0079] It will again be noted that, in the case of move-
ments of pan (slewing) of an extent greater than 360°
(for example, 540°), the zone LS2 can be identified by
means of a modulo-360° operation, which in practice
means that pan angles of between 360° and 540° can
be considered as pan angles of between 0° and 180°.
[0080] Figures 5A and 5B present a flowchart exem-
plifying a procedure inspired by the criteria outlined
above.
[0081] The actions exemplified by the blocks of the
flowchart of Figures 5A and 5B are the following:

START: start;
200: activation of the power supply;
202: turning-on of the apparatus 10;
204: booting of the CPU or CPUs of the apparatus;
206: check on proper booting with successful out-
come from the low-level checks and retrieval of a
valid firmware image in the memory;
208: negative outcome of booting, 206 = N, with pres-
entation of a backup image with a minimum set of
functionalities in view of program end, END;
210: following upon a positive outcome in 206, 206
= Y, implementation of a valid firmware image, op-
tionally with the generator 12 kept deactivated;
212: homing of the movements such as pan and tilt;
214: possible homing of other movements in addition
to pan and tilt (for example, yaw);
216: development of the above action of homing of
pan/tilt and other possible movements with verifica-
tion of various actions involved in given movements
in view of the check on proper operation of the mo-
torization 14 and of the sensor system 16;
218: completion of the homing procedure, assumed
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for simplicity as having been successful;
220, 222, 224: check on proper operation of the pan
and tilt sensor system (16 in Figure 4) with failure of
the procedure, designated by F, in the presence of
negative outcome of one of these checks, 220 = N,
222 = N, 224 = N,
226: check on completion of the verification proce-
dures of the previous actions with return upstream
of block 220 in the presence of negative outcome,
226 = N;
228: start of system run-time, for example, in the
terms exemplified previously;
230: determination of (updated) positions of pan/tilt
with activation of a routine 232 for management of
the zones LS1, LS2.

[0082] In one or more embodiments, such a routine
may comprise a complex of actions aimed at verifying
proper operation of the motorization 14 such as:

234: verification of the possible loss of steps of move-
ment;
236: in the presence loss of steps by the motoriza-
tion, 234 = Y, check on whether the number of steps
lost exceeds a certain threshold value;
238: if it is found that the number of steps lost is
higher than the above threshold 236 = Y, forced turn-
ing-off of the generator 12 and declaration of failure
F of the procedure; and
240: if it is found that the number of steps lost does
not exceed a certain threshold value, 236 = N, acti-
vation of a compensation procedure, with possible
return to the check of block 234.

[0083] Following upon completion of the procedure of
verification of proper operation of the motorization 14 (if
envisaged), in a block 242 it is verified - also as a function
of the position data obtained via the sensor system 16 -
whether the commands received by the apparatus 10
(for example, via the transceiver 100) are such as to bring
the beam of the generator 12 outside the (desired) op-
erating space LS1, i.e., towards an undesired lighting
zone LS2.
[0084] A positive outcome from step 242 (242 = Y) may
correspond to indication of the fact that the beam of the
generator 12 is bound to remain within the desired oper-
ating space LS1; in an action exemplified by block 244
there may consequently be authorized continuation of
operation of the generator 12 in the conditions (for ex-
ample, in terms of intensity of the light beam and of ap-
parent dimensions) adopted previously.
[0085] A negative outcome of the check of step 242
(242 = N), which indicates that the light beam of the gen-
erator 12 can be brought beyond the bounds of the space
LS1, i.e., towards an undesired lighting zone LS2, can
lead, as represented schematically by block 246, to im-
plementation of measures (turning-off or dimming of the
generator, reduction of the apparent size, blocking of the

motorization 14, which can be carried out separately or
in possible combination with one another, as discussed
previously) that aim at containing undesired projection
of the beam of the generator 12 outside the space LS1.
[0086] Block 248 exemplifies an action of displace-
ment of the beam, via the motorization 14, towards a new
position (if this movement has not been inhibited in the
action 246), to which there can be associated, as exem-
plified by block 250, a check, starting from the signals
provided by the sensor system 16, as to whether the de-
sired position has been reached, with return upstream of
the action 230 in the case of negative outcome (250 =
N) or else with end of the procedure (END) in the case
of a positive outcome (250 = Y).
[0087] Figures 6 and 7 present possible modes of use
of embodiments.
[0088] Figures 6 and 7 reproduce a view in side ele-
vation substantially resembling the view of Figure 3: for
this reason, in Figures 6 and 7 parts or elements that are
similar to parts or elements already described in relation
to the previous figures are designated by the same ref-
erences, and detailed description thereof is not repeated.
[0089] Figures 6 and 7 exemplify the possibility of im-
plementing operating criteria as exemplified previously
according to a smart operating mode as a possible ad-
dition to a standard and short-range operating mode,
combining a complete range of aperture of the beam LB
of a source 10 (1°- 7°, for example) in standard mode,
with the possibility of presenting a reduced hazard dis-
tance (HD) in short-range mode.
[0090] For this purpose, it is possible to exploit the pos-
sibility of reducing (in a way in itself known) the current
for driving a generator such as the generator 12 of Figure
4 (which uses, for example, three banks of laser diodes,
of different colours, for example, according to an RGB
scheme) in such a way that the hazard distance HD,
which has a standard value of 25 m, is (always) less than
8 m, irrespective of the aperture of the beam LB.
[0091] In one or more embodiments, the aforesaid
smart operating mode may be an alternative to the stand-
ard and short-range modes described previously.
[0092] In one or more embodiments, it is possible to
envisage that the smart mode (as likewise the standard
and short-range modes) can be selected only by acting,
for example manually, on the apparatus 10 (for example,
at the level of the unit 1020) and not via the console C.
[0093] In one or more embodiments, the smart mode
enables enhancement of the standard and short-range
modes with possible definition of one or more undesired
lighting zones LS2, as discussed previously.
[0094] One or more embodiments can draw benefit
from the possibility of measuring values of hazard dis-
tance HD for generators such as laser generators used
in the product XTYLOS already referred to a number of
times previously.
[0095] For instance (operating according to criteria in
themselves known), it is possible to reduce the luminance
of such generators by 15% of its value so as to allow
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beam-mode operation at 8 m, by reducing in an adequate
way the driving currents of the laser diodes of the gen-
erator.
[0096] Of course, the aforesaid numeric values (for ex-
ample, 25 m, 8 m, 15%, etc.) are provided purely by way
of non-limiting example of the embodiments.
[0097] In this way, as exemplified in Figure 6, it is pos-
sible, for example, to:

operate as described previously (for example, with
reference to Figures 5A and 5B) by enabling the
beam LB at full power or standard intensity (e.g., HD
= 25 m) to be directed only towards the allowed light-
ing zone or zones, i.e., LS1, preventing it, instead,
from being oriented towards the undesired lighting
zone LS2 for tilt values comprised between T1 or T2,
switch the generator (e.g., 12 in Figure 4) to the short-
range operating mode (e.g., HD = 8 m) so as to pre-
vent also in this case the beam LB from reaching the
undesired lighting zone LS2 in the portion where
there could be present subjects exposed to photo-
biological risk (this in a way independent of the limit
tilt values T1 or T2).

[0098] In one or more embodiments, it is possible to
envisage that, if no limit value of this nature is set, selec-
tion of the smart mode implies reduction of the driving
currents so as to have a hazard distance HD with a max-
imum value of, for example, 8 m, taking into account the
effects of the thermal drifts and of the corresponding tol-
erances, irrespective of the aperture of the beam (hence
including the beam mode).
[0099] It is likewise possible to envisage that passage
into high-power standard mode (e.g., HD = 25 m), with
the driving currents brought back to the nominal value,
can be obtained only in "acceptable" areas (i.e., LS1)
defined by the lighting designer only if the latter has in-
tentionally established limits, for example, before a show.
[0100] Such a transition to HD = 25 m can, for example,
be implemented with a firmware architecture similar to
the one described previously with reference to Figure 4
and to Figures 5A and 5B (limits such as T1 and T2 stored
in a nonvolatile way, for example, in a memory such as
1020a; automatic passage from 8 m to 25 m or vice versa
once have the pan/tilt limits been exceeded; limits set
before a show, which can be controlled on the basis of
a checklist, and so forth).
[0101] Once again it is recalled that the numeric values
mentioned here (for example, 25 m, 8 m, 15%, etc.) are
provided purely by way of non-limiting example of the
embodiments.
[0102] Figure 7 exemplifies the possibility of envisag-
ing situations, such as the one exemplified by a spectator,
designated by A1, who can approach the source 10 in
such a way that the photobiological risk may not be
deemed ruled out either by preventing standard opera-
tion with HD = 25 m in the range (lower range in Figures
7) comprised between T1 and T2, or by switching oper-

ation to the short-range mode (HD = 8 m).
[0103] In this case, it is possible to envisage a corre-
sponding undesired lighting (sub)zone LS2’, comprised
between limits T1 and T2’, with projection of the lighting
beam of the light-radiation generator 12 towards this
zone LS2’ that is contained (for example, by envisaging
deactivation of the generator 12 either with HD = 25 m
in standard mode or with HD = 8 m in short-range mode)
according to the modalities described previously.
[0104] In general (this consideration applies in practice
to all the embodiments described or proposed herein),
before the beam LB is oriented in a certain direction
(pan/tilt value set by the lighting designer), the processing
unit (microcontroller) 1020 of the apparatus 10 checks
whether this direction is "acceptable", or else such as to
require an intervention to modify the level of risk (for ex-
ample, reduction of the intensity of the beam, if necessary
with total turning-off or change of the apparent size of
the source).
[0105] Such a sequential approach, i.e., i) control, ii)
possible modification of the level of risk, iii) displacement
of the beam in the direction set, facilitates prevention of
the observer from being struck by an excessive light in-
tensity.
[0106] As has been mentioned at the outset, it has
been noted that aspects and considerations substantially
similar to the ones discussed previously may be envi-
sioned in relation to the use of light-sensitive devices of
various nature, such as:

- camera apparatuses, such as photographic camer-
as, video cameras, television cameras, smart-
phones, tablets;

- detectors or sensors in some way sensitive to light,
such as presence sensors operating with visible light
or non-visible light (for example, infrared) or else
sensors that can be used for measuring distance and
that can be equipped with moving heads.

[0107] It should moreover be considered that - in ad-
dition or as an alternative to the possible risk of a photo-
biological nature by the person who happens to be look-
ing into a source of light radiation - there enters into play
the risk that the light-sensitive device will be perturbed
by the source of light radiation, for example, with corre-
sponding risk of an undesired saturation (blooming), at
least at a local level, of the image produced by a camera
apparatus.
[0108] It should likewise be noted that camera appa-
ratuses such as photographic cameras, television cam-
eras, video cameras, smartphones, tablets, etc. are wide-
ly used in the show-business or entertainment sector:
consider, purely by way of example, filming (with live
and/or recorded transmission) of shows, such as con-
certs.
[0109] One or more embodiments may consequently
envisage containing projection of the lighting beam of the
light-radiation generator directed towards such a light-
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sensitive device (for example, by reducing the brightness
of the source of light radiation or turning off the source
of light radiation altogether) when there is the risk of the
lighting beam illuminating directly the field of view (FOV)
of the light-sensitive device with a specific direction in
space when the lighting beam enters an undesired light-
ing zone (for example, the one defined previously LS2),
i.e., a volumetric space that can be defined by the end
user.
[0110] For instance (and as has already been seen)
the above undesired lighting zone may correspond to a
space in which projection of the lighting beam of the light-
radiation generator is contained (for example, with the
source turned off or reduced in brightness or inhibited
from pointing the beam in the direction of the aforesaid
volume) in such a way that the light beam cannot have
a negative effect on the performance of the light-sensitive
device when it is directed towards the latter: for example,
by saturating the signal of a camera apparatus in the area
of image illuminated by the light beam.
[0111] For instance, even if the effect of dazzling does
not lead to saturation of the entire field of view of the
camera apparatus, the fact of having an image that is
otherwise well balanced but where, however, a part (even
just a small part) is illuminated by the beam and hence
affected by blooming may represent an undesired phe-
nomenon that is to be avoided.
[0112] In one or more embodiments, such negative
phenomena may be countered by envisaging operating
according to the criteria already exemplified previously
with reference to the risk of a photobiological nature from
one or more members of the audience A envisaging that
the (at least one) undesired lighting zone (e.g., LS2) can
be defined also or exclusively as a function of the (effec-
tive or expected) position of one or more light-sensitive
devices.
[0113] One of such apparatuses (for example, a tele-
vision camera G) is schematically represented by a
dashed line in Figures 1 to 3, 6 and 7.
[0114] In this regard, it will be noted that the situation
hypothesized in Figure 7 (a spectator A1 who may come
very close to a lighting source 10) may occur frequently
in the case of a camera apparatus, for example when the
latter is carried by an operator or with a dolly or a crane
in the proximity of an artist on the stage.
[0115] Once again, the fact that in Figures 1 to 3, 6 and
7 there is envisaged the presence of just one light-sen-
sitive device G located among the audience A is moti-
vated by considerations of simplicity of illustration and is
provided purely by way of example.
[0116] One or more embodiments may in fact envisage
the presence of a number of devices G, with the device
or devices possibly located in a position different from
the position of the audience.
[0117] In this regard, one or more embodiments may
envisage, for example, use of one or more camera ap-
paratuses in contexts where the presence of audience
is not envisaged (for example, on film sets or in television

studios).
[0118] One or more embodiments may contemplate
operating according to the criteria already exemplified
previously, envisaging that scanning of the lighting space
LS1, LS2 is carried out with recognition (e.g., visual rec-
ognition) of the presence of a light-sensitive device (e.g.,
a television camera G).
[0119] In one or more embodiments, it may be envis-
aged that the light-sensitive device or devices G send
their coordinates (obtained, for example, via locating sys-
tem, such as GPS, UWB systems, or the like) to the con-
trol (monitoring) circuitry 102, as exemplified with a
dashed line in Figure 4.
[0120] For instance, one or more embodiments may,
in substantial agreement with what has been discussed
previously in relation to the reduction of the photobiologi-
cal risk, contemplate that:

- an operator manually sets the limits (e.g., T1, T2,
P1, and P2) for containing (e.g., attenuating) the
beam, for example, before a show by operating on
the basis of information regarding where the light-
sensitive device or devices (e.g., the camera or cam-
eras G) will be located;

- these limits are "loaded", for example, in the circuitry
102, starting from a show-design file in which infor-
mation is recorded regarding where the light-sensi-
tive device or devices (e.g., the camera or cameras
G) will be located.

[0121] In one or more embodiments, for example, in
the case of implementation of an automated function of
the above sort, it is also possible to envisage, in the def-
inition of the zone or zones LS2, safety margins with re-
spect to the exact bounds of the space in which the light
beam is directed towards the light-sensitive device or de-
vices G.
[0122] As has already been seen in relation to the re-
duction of the photobiological risk, the action of contain-
ing the light beam in order to prevent perturbation of the
light-sensitive device or devices (for example, dazzling
of the camera or cameras G) may envisage, in addition
or as an alternative to the reduction of the intensity or to
turning-off of the source, interventions such as increase
of the aperture of the beam, modulation of the flux of light
at output (via pulse-width modulation, PWM, of the cur-
rent) or variation of the wavelength of the light radiation
(considering that the response of a camera apparatus
may depend upon the wavelength).
[0123] As may be carried out also with reference to the
risk of a photobiological nature, one or more embodi-
ments may envisage definition of a total undesired light-
ing zone LS2 obtained by uniting or merging together a
number of different (sub)zones LS2.
[0124] In one or more embodiments, it is possible to
synchronize the lighting apparatus or apparatuses 10
with the light-sensitive device or devices (for example,
the camera or cameras G) by activating the function of
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containment of the lighting beam or beams only in relation
to the light-sensitive device or devices (for example, the
camera or cameras G) that are currently activated (and
not, for example, in relation to the camera or cameras
that are not currently being used for this purpose).
[0125] For instance, in one or more embodiments, the
lighting manager or the lighting designer and/or the film
director can select on which devices to activate the func-
tion during an entire show or during a part thereof.
[0126] In one or more embodiments, this result can be
obtained in an automatic way, for example, via wired or
wireless communication between the light-sensitive de-
vice or devices and the lighting apparatus or apparatuses
10, i.e., with a peer-to-peer or gateway approach.
[0127] A lighting apparatus as exemplified herein (e.g.,
10) may comprise:

a light-radiation generator (e.g., 12) configured to
project a lighting beam (e.g., LB) towards a lighting
space (e.g., LS1, LS2), the lighting space including
at least one undesired lighting zone (e.g., LS2, de-
fined by at least one pair of boundary values, such
as P1, P2 or T1, T2, which may be defined as de-
scribed herein and may be stored in the apparatus
itself);
a motorization (e.g., 14) of the light-radiation gener-
ator, configured to move the lighting beam of the
light-radiation generator, so that the lighting beam
of the light-radiation generator scans (i.e., is config-
ured to scan) said lighting space, the motorization
of the light-radiation generator being controllable
(e.g., 102, 104) as a function of scanning-control sig-
nals received (e.g., 100) at the lighting apparatus;
driving circuitry (e.g., 106) of the light-radiation gen-
erator configured to control emission of the lighting
beam of the light-radiation generator;
processing circuitry configured (for example, at the
level of microcontrollers such as 1020, 1060) to
sense the scanning-control signals received at the
lighting apparatus (as has been seen, these signals
may be received in a corrupted way as compared to
how they have been sent) and the scanning position
(e.g., 1024, 1042, 1044, 1048, 12) of the lighting
beam of the light-radiation generator, the processing
circuitry being configured to act, as a result of detec-
tion of scanning-control signals received at the light-
ing apparatus leading (that is, are such as to lead,
namely that in themselves would lead) the lighting
beam of the light-radiation generator to being
brought (i.e., projected) in said at least one undesired
lighting zone, on the motorization (by controlling
movement thereof) and/or on the driving circuitry of
the light-radiation generator for containing projection
of the lighting beam of the light-radiation generator
directed towards said at least one undesired lighting
zone of said lighting space.

[0128] As has been seen, the aforesaid movement of

orientation (steering) of the light beam in the three-di-
mensional space is commonly referred to as scanning
also in the corresponding international safety standard.
[0129] In a lighting apparatus as exemplified herein,
said processing circuitry can be configured to:

sense said scanning-control signals received at the
lighting apparatus, said scanning-control signals
comprising signals indicative of the position of at
least one light-sensitive device (for example, a tele-
vision camera G or another light-sensitive device,
operation of which can be perturbed by the light of
the source or sources 10) in said lighting space; and
act, as a result of detection of said signals indicative
of the position of at least one light-sensitive device
in said lighting space, on the motorization (by con-
trolling movement thereof) and/or on the driving cir-
cuitry of the light-radiation generator for containing
projection of the lighting beam of the light-radiation
generator directed towards said at least one light-
sensitive device.

[0130] As has been seen, the above signals indicative
of the position of at least one light-sensitive device (for
example, a television camera G) in said lighting space
may be provided:

- by the light-sensitive device itself, which is able to
obtain the corresponding data via locating systems
such as GPS, UWB systems, or the like;

- by an operator who manually sets the limits for con-
tainment of the beam on the basis of information re-
garding where the light-sensitive device or devices
(e.g., the camera or cameras G) will be located; or

- as limits "loaded" starting from a show-design file, in
which information is recorded regarding where the
light-sensitive device or devices will be located.

[0131] As exemplified herein, the action of containing
projection of the lighting beam of the light-radiation gen-
erator directed towards the undesired lighting zone can
be performed in various ways, for example:

operating so as to prevent the lighting beam of the
light-radiation generator from being directed, i.e.,
projected, towards the undesired lighting zone; and
operating in such a way that the lighting beam of the
light-radiation generator, albeit directed, i.e., project-
ed, towards the undesired lighting zone, is projected
there in conditions (for example, with reduced inten-
sity) such as to prevent the photobiological risk.

[0132] For instance, in a lighting apparatus as exem-
plified herein, said processing circuitry may be configured
to contain projection of the lighting beam of the light-ra-
diation generator directed towards said at least one un-
desired lighting zone of said lighting space by reducing
the intensity of the lighting beam of the light-radiation
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generator.
[0133] In a lighting apparatus as exemplified herein,
said processing circuitry may be configured to reduce
the intensity of the lighting beam of the light-radiation
generator via at least one of the following:

deactivation of the light-radiation generator;
dimming, for example, with current modulation, ap-
plied to the lighting beam of the light-radiation gen-
erator (so as to pass, for example, from HD = 25 m
to HD = 8 m);
variation of the emission spectrum of the light-radi-
ation generator;
variation of the apparent size of the light-radiation
generator; and
variation of the diameter and/or intensity profile of
the lighting beam of the light-radiation generator.

[0134] In a lighting apparatus as exemplified herein,
said processing circuitry may be configured to contain
projection of the lighting beam of the light-radiation gen-
erator directed towards at least one portion of said at
least one undesired lighting zone (see, for example, the
portion LS2’ in Figure 7) by i) reducing the intensity of
the lighting beam of the light-radiation generator (so as
to pass, for example, from HD = 25 m to HD = 8 m) and,
possibly, ii) deactivating the light-radiation generator with
reduced beam intensity in an area corresponding to said
at least one portion (e.g., LS2’) of said at least one un-
desired lighting zone.
[0135] In a lighting apparatus as exemplified herein,
said processing circuitry may be configured to contain
projection of the lighting beam directed towards said at
least one undesired lighting zone of said lighting space
by countering (for example, inhibiting the motorization
14) movement of the lighting beam of the light-radiation
generator that leads the lighting beam of the light-radia-
tion generator to scan said at least one undesired lighting
zone of said lighting space.
[0136] In a lighting apparatus as exemplified herein,
the motorization of the light-radiation generator may be
configured to vary at least one between pan (e.g., P1,
P2) and tilt (e.g., T1, T2) of the lighting beam of the light-
radiation generator as a function of scanning-control sig-
nals received (e.g., 100) at the lighting apparatus.
[0137] A lighting apparatus as exemplified herein may
comprise memory circuitry (e.g., 1020a) configured to
store therein at least one pair of boundary values (e.g.,
P1, P2; T1, T2) of said at least one undesired lighting
zone of said lighting space.
[0138] In a lighting apparatus as exemplified herein,
the motorization and the driving circuitry of the light-ra-
diation generator, as well as said processing circuitry,
may be integrated in a single device with the light-radia-
tion generator.
[0139] A lighting system (e.g., C, 10) as exemplified
herein may comprise:

at least one lighting apparatus;
lighting-control circuitry (e.g., C) configured to send
over a transmission channel (e.g., CS) to said at least
one lighting apparatus primary scanning-control sig-
nals, wherein the scanning-control signals received
at the lighting apparatus result from propagation of
said primary scanning-control signals over said
transmission channel (with possible corruption fol-
lowing upon said propagation).

[0140] A lighting system as exemplified herein may
comprise at least one light-sensitive device (e.g., G) in
said lighting space, said at least one light-sensitive de-
vice being configured to send to said processing circuitry
signals indicative of the position of said at least one light-
sensitive device in said lighting space, and said process-
ing circuitry may be configured to:

sense said signals indicative of the position of at least
one light-sensitive device in said lighting space; and
control, as a result of the detection of said signals
indicative of the position of at least one light-sensitive
device in said lighting space, the movement of the
motorization and/or the driving circuitry of the light-
radiation generator to contain projection of the light-
ing beam of the light-radiation generator directed to-
wards said at least one light-sensitive device.

[0141] A method of operation of a lighting apparatus
as exemplified herein may comprise activating said
processing circuitry for sensing scanning-control signals
received at the lighting apparatus and the scanning po-
sition of the lighting beam of the light-radiation generator,
whereby, as a result of detection of scanning-control sig-
nals received at the lighting apparatus leading (that is,
are such as to lead, namely that in themselves would
lead) the lighting beam of the light-radiation generator to
being brought into said at least one undesired lighting
zone, said processing circuitry can act on the motoriza-
tion (by controlling movement thereof) and/or one the
driving circuitry of the light-radiation generator and con-
tain projection of the lighting beam of the light-radiation
generator directed towards said at least one undesired
lighting zone of said lighting space.
[0142] A method as exemplified herein may comprise,
prior to sensing scanning-control signals received at the
lighting apparatus and the scanning position of the light-
ing beam of the light-radiation generator, reading at least
one pair of boundary values (e.g., P1, P2; T1, T2) of said
at least one undesired lighting zone of said lighting space
stored in the lighting apparatus (e.g., 10).
[0143] A method as exemplified herein may comprise
defining said at least one undesired lighting zone of said
lighting space as a function of said at least one pair of
boundary values, as:

a portion of said lighting space lying between said
boundary values (e.g., P1, P2; T1, T2) of said at least
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one pair of boundary values (e.g., P1, P2; T1, T2); or
a portion of said lighting space lying outside said
boundary values of said at least one pair of boundary
values.

[0144] A computer program product that can be loaded
into a memory of the processing circuitry of a lighting
apparatus as exemplified herein may comprise portions
of software code to implement the method as exemplified
herein.
[0145] The above product may, for example, be a com-
puter program product that can be loaded into a memory
of the processing circuitry of a lighting apparatus as ex-
emplified herein, the computer program product compris-
ing instructions that, when the product is executed by
said processing circuitry, cause said processing circuitry
to implement the steps of the method as exemplified
herein.
[0146] Without prejudice to the underlying principles,
the details of construction and the embodiments may
vary, even significantly, with respect to what has been
illustrated herein purely by way of non-limiting example,
without thereby departing from the scope of protection.
[0147] For instance, just to mention - without this im-
plying any limitation - some possible advantageous de-
velopments of one or more embodiments:

the definition of the allowed or desired lighting zone
or zones LS1 (beam-allowed zones) and of the un-
desired lighting zone or zones LS2 may be obtained,
possibly in a dynamic way, on the basis of detections
of the environment (e.g., of the stage S) of a visual
nature, for example, on the basis of images or on
the basis of a scan (e.g., performed via a LIDAR
system) with possible conversion (e.g., via an image-
recognition software) into a morphological map of
the environment;
in addition or as an alternative to dimming or turning-
off, the action of containing projection of the lighting
beam LB of the light-radiation generator 12 directed
towards the undesired lighting zone or zones LS2
may entail varying the spectral combination (colour)
of the light radiation of the beam LB, for example,
moving from the blue region to the red region, taking
into account the fact that radiation with different
wavelengths may entail different levels of photobio-
logical risk in so far as, for example, a red radiation
can contain less energy than a blue radiation;
turning-off of the generator 12 upon transition be-
tween an allowed or desired lighting zone LS1 and
an undesired lighting zone LS2 can be obtained via
gradual dimming;
in the presence of two or more apparatuses 10, it is
possible to carry out the checks (which are possibly
pre-programmed) described previously in relation to
their combined emissions;
to reduce the intensity of the lighting beam of the
light-radiation generator 12 it is possible to vary (e.g.,

by acting via an optical element, such as the aperture
of a diaphragm) the diameter or the intensity profile
of the beam 12;
to take into account possible response times of in-
ternal sensors of the apparatus 10 (see, for example,
the sensors 16 in Figure 4) the system can "antici-
pate" the conditions of adjustment that define the
value of HD provided that the latter is available at
the moment of a possible transition through the
above value;
it is possible to envisage various modalities to verify
input (storage) of adequate safety settings.

[0148] As regards the latter aspect, it is possible to
envisage (e.g., in the processing circuitry designed to act
on the driving circuitry of the light-radiation generator) a
function that can be activated during testing of the appa-
ratus configured to control emission of the lighting beam
of the light-radiation generator (e.g., in conditions of low
current, hence with reduced intensity of emission) by
modifying the spectrum, i.e., the colour of the light beam
emitted, for example, in such a way that:

in conditions (e.g., of pan and/or tilt) where the beam
would be led to being brought into said at least one
undesired lighting zone (where it is intended to con-
tain projection of the lighting beam), during testing
there is an emission (e.g., at low intensity) of a first
colour (e.g., blue),
in conditions (e.g., of pan and/or tilt) corresponding
to projection of the beam towards a desired lighting
zone, during the test there is an emission (e.g., also
here at low intensity) of (at least) one second colour
(e.g., green or red).

[0149] In this way, the operator (e.g., the lighting de-
signer) is able to verify visually correct definition of the
parameters that identify the undesired lighting zone or
zones and the desired lighting zone or zones.
[0150] These criteria can be applied also in embodi-
ments as exemplified in Figures 6 and 7, envisaging, for
example, use of a certain colour (e.g., green) for the zone
or zones where HD = 8 m and another colour (e.g., red)
for the zone or zones where HD = 25 m, with possible
application both in standard operating mode and in short-
range mode, as described previously.
[0151] Of course, the indications provided herein as
regards possible colours, or else (as has already been
said) particular numeric values of distance (also as re-
gards the number of the possible values of distance con-
sidered) are provided purely by way of example. Just to
provide another (once again non-limiting) example, in
one or more embodiments it is possible to choose 21.5
m = orange, 18.5 = yellow, 15 m = light green.
[0152] Whatever the specific modalities of implemen-
tation, during safety testing it is possible, for example, to
intervene, even manually, on the light-radiation genera-
tor so as to vary the colour (spectrum) of the radiation
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emitted, which changes with the position of orientation.
[0153] The operator is hence able to carry out the test
on specific positions, and, if so required, demonstrate to
a person responsible for checking safety (for example,
an external inspector) that the apparatus is set in a correct
way so as to contain projection of the lighting beam of
the light-radiation generator directed towards the unde-
sired lighting zone or zones.
[0154] One or more embodiments are hence suited to
implementation of a testing phase in which said driving
circuitry (e.g., 106) can activate the light-radiation gen-
erator as a function of said at least one pair of boundary
values (e.g., P1, P2; T1, T2):

with a first emission spectrum in said at least one
undesired lighting zone; and
with at least one second emission spectrum, different
from said first emission spectrum, outside said at
least one undesired lighting zone.

[0155] In one or more embodiments, in said testing
phase, said driving circuitry can activate the light-radia-
tion generator with the reduced intensity of emission.
[0156] The test can hence be conducted in conditions
of low current, thus with reduced intensity of emission.
[0157] This makes it possible to carry out the test in
conditions of high safety with a short safety distance (vir-
tually zero) in so far as what is important for the purposes
of the test is the differentiation between the emission
spectrum of the light-radiation generator towards the un-
desired lighting zone or zones and the emission spectrum
thereof outside the aforesaid zone or zones.
[0158] For instance, supposing having to do with an
RGB light-radiation generator that can be activated at full
power with HD value equal, for example, to approximate-
ly 25 m or approximately 18 m, for full blue or full red, it
is possible to conduct the test with a power of emission
lower than 10% of the maximum value, with a safety dis-
tance of, for example, 3 m (for blue).
[0159] Once again, the indications given herein as re-
gards possible colours or else particular numeric values
of distance are provided purely by way of example.
[0160] The extent of protection is determined by the
annexed claims.

LIST OF REFERENCE SIGNS

[0161]

Scene or stage S
Ground or floor F
Audience A
Light-sensitive device G
Lighting space LS1, LS2, LS2’
Desired lighting zone LS1
Undesired lighting zone LS2, LS2’
Pan values P1, P2
Tilt values T1, T2

Lighting apparatus 10
Light-radiation generator 12
Generator optics L12
Lighting beam LB
Beam motor-drive 14
Sensor system 16
Control unit (console) C
Dimming command D
Pan command P
Tilt command T
Function command F
Control-signal transmission channel CS
Input transceiver 100
Control (and monitoring) circuitry 102
Processing unit (microcontroller) 1020
Memory 1020a
Watchdog 1022
Transceiver 1024
Pan and tilt driving circuitry 104
Transceiver 1042
Controller 1044
Drive assembly 1046
Interface 1048
Generator-driving circuitry 106
Microcontroller 1060
Hardware safety circuit 1062
Watchdog 1064
Start START
Activation of power supply 200
Turning-on of apparatus 202
Booting of CPU 204
Check on correct booting 206
Presentation of backup image 208
End END
Execution of valid firmware image 210
Homing of pan and tilt 212
Homing of other movements 214
Development of homing action 216
Completion of homing procedure 218
Checks on functions 220, 222, 224
Procedure failure F
Check on completion of checks 226
Start of run-time 228
Determination of new pan/tilt positions 230
Management routine of zones LS1, LS2 232
Check on loss of movement steps 234
Check on number of steps lost above threshold 236
Forced turning-off of generator 238
Compensation procedure 240
Check on commands received 242
Continuation of operation of generator 244
Measures for containing projection of undesired
beam 246
Beam displacement 248
Check on whether desired position is reached 250
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Claims

1. A lighting apparatus (10), comprising:

a light-radiation generator (12) configured to
project a lighting beam (LB) towards a lighting
space (LS1, LS2), the lighting space including
at least one undesired lighting zone (LS2);
a motorization (14) of the light-radiation gener-
ator (12) configured to move the lighting beam
(LB) of the light-radiation generator (12), where-
by the lighting beam (LB) of the light-radiation
generator (12) is configured to scan said lighting
space (LS1, LS2), the motorization (14) of the
light-radiation generator (12) being controllable
(102, 104) as a function of scanning-control sig-
nals received (100) at the lighting apparatus
(10);
driving circuitry (106) of the light-radiation gen-
erator (12) configured to control emission of the
lighting beam (LB) of the light-radiation genera-
tor (12); and
processing circuitry configured (1020, 1060) to
sense the scanning-control signals received
(100, G) at the lighting apparatus (10) and a
scanning position (1024, 1042, 1044, 1048, 12)
of the lighting beam (LB) of the light-radiation
generator (12), the processing circuitry being
configured (1020, 1060) to control, as a result
of the detection of scanning-control signals re-
ceived (100) at the lighting apparatus (10) lead-
ing the lighting beam (LB) of the light-radiation
generator (12) to being brought into said at least
one undesired lighting zone (LS2), the move-
ment of the motorization (14) and/or the driving
circuitry (106) of the light-radiation generator
(12) to contain projection of the lighting beam
(LB) of the light-radiation generator (12) directed
towards said at least one undesired lighting zone
(LS2) of said lighting space (LS1, LS2).

2. The lighting apparatus (10) according to claim 1,
wherein said processing circuitry is configured
(1020, 1060) to:

sense said scanning-control signals received
(100, G) at the lighting apparatus (10), said
scanning-control signals comprising signals in-
dicative of the position of at least one light-sen-
sitive device (G) in said lighting space (LS1,
LS2); and
control, as a result of the detection of said signals
indicative of the position of at least one light-
sensitive device (G) in said lighting space (LS1,
LS2), the movement of the motorization (14)
and/or the driving circuitry (106) of the light-ra-
diation generator (12) to contain projection of
the lighting beam (LB) of the light-radiation gen-

erator (12) directed towards said at least one
light-sensitive device (G).

3. The lighting apparatus (10) according to claim 1 or
claim 2, wherein said processing circuitry is config-
ured (1020, 1060) to contain projection of the lighting
beam (LB) of the light-radiation generator (12) di-
rected towards said at least one undesired lighting
zone (LS2) of said lighting space (LS1, LS2) by re-
ducing the intensity of the lighting beam of the light-
radiation generator (12).

4. The lighting apparatus (10) according to claim 3,
wherein said processing circuitry is configured
(1020, 1060) to reduce the intensity of the lighting
beam of the light-radiation generator (12) via at least
one of:

deactivation of the light-radiation generator
(12) ;
dimming applied to the lighting beam (LB) of the
light-radiation generator (12);
variation of the emission spectrum of the light-
radiation generator (12);
variation of the apparent size of the light-radia-
tion generator (12); and
variation of the diameter and/or of the intensity
profile of the lighting beam (LB) of the light-ra-
diation generator (12).

5. The lighting apparatus (10) according to claim 3,
wherein said processing circuitry is configured
(1020, 1060) to contain projection of the lighting
beam (LB) of the light-radiation generator (12) di-
rected towards at least one portion (LS2’) of said at
least one undesired lighting zone (LS2) by reducing
the intensity of the lighting beam of the light-radiation
generator (12) and deactivating the light-radiation
generator (12) with reduced beam intensity at said
at least one portion (LS2’) of said at least one unde-
sired lighting zone (LS2).

6. The lighting apparatus (10) according to any one of
the preceding claims, wherein said processing cir-
cuitry is configured (1020, 1060) to contain projection
of the lighting beam (LB) directed towards said at
least one undesired lighting zone (LS2) of said light-
ing space (LS1, LS2) by countering movement (14)
of the lighting beam (LB) of the light-radiation gen-
erator (12) leading the lighting beam (LB) of the light-
radiation generator (12) to scan said at least one
undesired lighting zone (LS2) of said lighting space
(LS1, LS2).

7. The lighting apparatus (10) according to any one of
the preceding claims, wherein the motorization (14)
of the light-radiation generator (12) is configured to
vary at least one of the pan (P1, P2) and the tilt (T1,
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T2) of the lighting beam (LB) of the light-radiation
generator (12) as a function of scanning-control sig-
nals received (100) at the lighting apparatus (10).

8. The lighting apparatus (10) according to any one of
the preceding claims, comprising memory circuitry
(1020a) configured to store therein at least one pair
of boundary values (P1, P2; T1, T2) of said at least
one undesired lighting zone (LS2) of said lighting
space (LS1, LS2).

9. The lighting apparatus (10) according to any one of
the preceding claims, wherein the motorization (14)
and the driving circuitry (106) of the light-radiation
generator (12) as well as said processing circuitry
(1020, 1060), are integrated in a single device with
the light-radiation generator (12).

10. A lighting system (C, 10), comprising:

at least one lighting apparatus (10) according to
any one of claims 1 to 9, and
lighting-control circuitry (C) configured to send
primary scanning-control signals over a trans-
mission channel (CS) to said at least one lighting
apparatus (10), wherein the scanning-control
signals received (100) at the lighting apparatus
(10) result from the propagation of said primary
scanning-control signals over said transmission
channel (CS).

11. The lighting system (C, 10) according to claim 10,
comprising at least one light-sensitive device (G) in
said lighting space (LS1, LS2), said at least one light-
sensitive device (G) being configured to send to said
processing circuitry (1020, 1060) signals indicative
of the position of said at least one light-sensitive de-
vice (G) in said lighting space (LS1, LS2),
wherein said processing circuitry is configured
(1020, 1060) to:

sense said signals indicative of the position of
at least one light-sensitive device (G) in said
lighting space (LS1, LS2); and
control, as a result of the detection of said signals
indicative of the position of at least one light-
sensitive device (G) in said lighting space (LS1,
LS2), the movement of the motorization (14)
and/or the driving circuitry (106) of the light-ra-
diation generator (12) to contain projection of
the lighting beam (LB) of the light-radiation gen-
erator (12) directed towards said at least one
light-sensitive device (G).

12. A method for operating a lighting apparatus (10) ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 9, the method com-
prising activating said processing circuitry (1020,
1060) for sensing scanning-control signals received

(100) at the lighting apparatus (10) and the scanning
position (1024, 1042, 1044, 1048, 12) of the lighting
beam (LB) of the light-radiation generator (12),
whereby, as a result of detection of scanning-control
signals received at the lighting apparatus (10) lead-
ing the lighting beam (LB) of the light-radiation gen-
erator (12) to being brought into said at least one
undesired lighting zone (LS2), said processing cir-
cuitry (1020, 1060) controls the movement of the mo-
torization (14) and/or the driving circuitry (106) of the
light-radiation generator (12) and contains projection
of the lighting beam (LB) of the light-radiation gen-
erator (12) directed towards said at least one unde-
sired lighting zone (LS2) of said lighting space (LS1,
LS2).

13. The method according to claim 12, comprising, prior
to sensing scanning-control signals received (100)
at the lighting apparatus (10) and the scanning po-
sition (1024, 1042, 1044, 1048, 12) of the lighting
beam (LB) of the light-radiation generator (12), read-
ing at least one pair of boundary values (P1, P2; T1,
T2) of said at least one undesired lighting zone (LS2)
of said lighting space (LS1, LS2) stored (1020a) in
the lighting apparatus (10).

14. The method according to claim 13, comprising de-
fining said at least one undesired lighting zone (LS2)
of said lighting space (LS1, LS2) as a function of said
at least one pair of boundary values (P1, P2; T1, T2)
as either:

a portion of said lighting space (LS1, LS2) lying
between said boundary values (P1, P2; T1, T2)
of said at least one pair of boundary values (P1,
P2; T1, T2), or
a portion of said lighting space (LS1, LS2) that
lies outside said boundary values (P1, P2; T1,
T2) of said at least one pair of boundary values
(P1, P2, T1, T2) .

15. The method according to any one of claims 12 to 14,
comprising a testing phase wherein said driving cir-
cuitry (106) activates the light-radiation generator
(12) as a function of said at least one pair of boundary
values (P1, P2; T1, T2):

with a first emission spectrum in said at least
one undesired lighting zone (LS2); and
with at least one second emission spectrum, dif-
ferent from said first emission spectrum, outside
said at least one undesired lighting zone (LS2).

16. The method according to claim 15, wherein, in said
testing phase, said driving circuitry (106) activates
the light-radiation generator (12) with reduced inten-
sity of emission.
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17. A computer-program product, loadable into a mem-
ory of the processing circuitry (1020, 1060) of the
lighting apparatus (10) according to any one of
claims 1 to 9 and comprises instructions that, when
the product is executed by said processing circuitry
(1020, 1060), cause the processing circuitry (1020,
1060) to carry out the steps of the method according
to any one of claims 12 to 16.
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